RX HOME
DELIVERY
Now it’s even easier to
get prescriptions delivered.
We can get almost anything delivered these days—groceries, furniture,
and even cars. Why shouldn’t we enjoy the same convenience when filling
our prescriptions? With the new Rx Home Delivery service, it’s easier for
members to have their medications delivered straight to their door.
The Rx Savings Solutions online portal has always been a trusted source
for finding lower-cost prescription options. Now members can log in to the
same platform and easily switch their current medications to an in-network
home delivery service with just a few clicks. Free shipping. No new trips to the
doctor. No 90-day fill requirements (unless specified by the plan sponsor).
It’s all about making our members’ lives easier—whether it’s saving them
money or providing home delivery of the medications they need.
This new service is delivering on that same principle, with some
added benefits:

Top 3 FAQs
What medications
are available through
Rx Home Delivery?
About 90 percent of
prescriptions can be filled
using this new service—no
controlled substances or
specialty drugs.

Convenience

What about refills?

Long lines, crowds and other hassles of picking up prescriptions
from the pharmacy are now a thing of the past.

Members have the option
to choose automatic refills
when setting up their Rx Home
Delivery preferences.

Safety
No matter the public health concern—flu season or something
more serious—there’s no need for members to risk exposure at a
retail store when we offer fast, confidential and free delivery.

Can members use Rx Home
Delivery even if they don’t
have a savings opportunity?

Adherence

Yes! Members are able to select
home delivery for any eligible
prescription, regardless of a
savings opportunity.

We know our members are more likely to stay adherent with their
medications when they can easily and automatically have their
prescriptions filled and refilled.

How it Works

NEW DELIVERY SERVICE.
SAME TRUSTED
MEMBER SUPPORT.
Our Pharmacy Support team
is ready to help walk members
through the Rx Home Delivery
service and provide the same
level of concierge support
we’ve become known for.

From the “Medications”
section of the online
portal, click on the “Switch
to Rx Home Delivery”
button displayed next to
eligible prescriptions.

Once selected, members are
prompted to provide some
basic information to enroll
in Rx Home Delivery. We’ll
work with a member’s doctor to
change the fulfillment method.

SHIPPING SPECS
Standard
Free!
Non-refrigerated: 4-5 days
Refrigerated: Next day
Overnight
$4.99
Packaging
Prescriptions arrive
in packaging with the
Rx Home Delivery logo.
Members are contacted
via text or email once the
switch to home delivery is
complete—they’ll be asked
to confirm shipping and
payment details online.

That’s it! Prescriptions
are shipped to the
member’s door.
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